Look forward to an interactive 21st-century experience. Neelum Aggarwal, MD, interviewed for GIST Healthcare Daily on how the pandemic has affected systemic issues in new and innovative ways. Support women's health and wellbeing as they age. Advocates, healthcare providers, and patients must work together to ensure equity and access.

Submit a short written piece about #WomenInMedicine! The winning piece receives a $500 stipend. Nominations Open for Top 10 Clinical Research Achievement Awards. AMWA partners with the COVID-19 Vaccine Education Project to provide information about the latest initiatives. Updated regularly.

AMWA partners with the FemHealth Purpose Summit for a digital workbook, special discounts and more! Tickets $29 before Jan 11. Reg. $49.

Trainee Corner: A special webinar hosted by AMWA's Physician Fertility Committee. Infertility Webinar for Medical Students. AMWA Member Benefit: Free virtual Zeamo fitness videos! Never a Mentor, Always a Mentee? Discussion with Saralyn Marks, MD, and Neelum Aggarwal, MD. View Recording.

Music & Medicine Committee Lead, Mary Rorro, DO, provides a dose of New Year's strategies for successful relationships and efficient time and energy management. Attend Saturday, Jan 23 @ 5:30 pm ET. AWMA Webinar Series & Film Project presents How to Fight the Learning Curve: How to Relieve Relational Stress and Explore How to Land Your Next Job and an Interview with Sydelle Ross, MD.

Submit Physician Posters for latest initiatives. Updated regularly.

Other News and Meetings
AWARDS
Apply to be a WIMS Digital Media Fellow: (Ideal for a medical student, trainee, early career physician or a medical student/physician team). Start Date 2/1. Submit CV, one-paragraph summary of interest and single letter of recommendation to wimsummit2019@gmail.com. Deadline 1/25.

Nominations Open for Top 10 Clinical Research Achievement Awards. AMWA American Medical Women's Association
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